From: DGSR <dgsr@communityrelations.co.uk>
Subject: Integrated Network Management query
Date: 25 September 2018 at 11:00:57 BST
To: "paul@lochenbreck.co.uk" <paul@lochenbreck.co.uk>
Cc: "roland@glenkensbb.co.uk" <roland@glenkensbb.co.uk>

Dear Paul
 
SPEN’s licensed businesses, namely SP Distribution and SP Transmission, are obliged under the Electricity Act 1989 to:
 
-          develop and maintain an efficient, co-ordinated and economical system of electricity transmission and distribution; and
-          facilitate competition in the supply and generation of electricity
 
SPEN is required in terms of its statutory and licence obligations to provide for new electricity generators wishing to connect within our licence area.  We are also required to do so in a way that does not compromise the overall performance of the network.  These are the factors that led to us proposing the original Dumfries and Galloway Reinforcement Scheme.  
 
The electricity industry is changing. In order to meet the challenges presented by the more geographically diverse spread of generation being driven by the UK’s transition to a low carbon economy, much of the thinking is now around how we can be smarter in connecting new generation, avoiding additional assets where possible and using more real time data to safeguard network integrity.
 
SP Energy Networks has risen to this challenge in the Dumfries and Galloway region where there are high levels of both existing and proposed renewable generation wishing to connect to our network. The area is resource rich in terms of wind yield and land but is also of low population density which means low electrical demand.  As an example of this, the peak demand in Dumfries and Galloway is around 177MW, however over 400MW of renewable energy are currently connected to the network (wind, biomass and hydro and smaller scale generation such as photo-voltaic). This surplus of generation in a sparsely populated area means that at key points of any given day generators are seeking to export across the distribution network onto the highly constrained transmission network (which is proposed to be upgraded through the KTR scheme).
 
These factors were at the heart of our decision to propose the Kendoon to Tongland Reinforcement Project.  This proposal meets our requirement to replace existing assets that are nearing the end of their useful life, however it did not provide full access for the generation that was connected or had a contract to connect.  Therefore, in order for SPEN to continue to meet our license obligations, we noted at the time of the announcement that we needed a mechanism (commercial and technical) to maintain the integrity of the network during the times when full access was required.
 
To address these issues we have focused a number of our innovation projects on alternative means of connecting customers to our network in this area, this includes our proposed active network management solution, as noted in your initial email. This will often lead to some form of constrained connection for individual customers i.e. the generator will not always be able put all of its generation into the network 100% of the time. However, from our findings, it is clear that there is additional capacity on the existing distribution network (33kV and below) that can be utilised through this solution. In order to achieve this, SPEN will roll out additional monitoring and control capabilities to release this capacity without adversely affecting our existing network and customers, including future customers. 
 
The combination of the KTR scheme and the active network management proposal provides capacity for the existing generation noted above and a further 200MW, which is what was contracted to connect across the distribution and transmission network at that time (2016).  The level of existing and contracted generation changes on a month by month basis, with new applications, some terminations and also changes to the size of developments as windfarm developers optimise their designs.  SPEN does not provide information on individual connections but there is useful information on the System Operator’s web site at  https://www.nationalgrideso.com/connections/registers-reports-and-guidance
 
I hope that this addresses your question, however please do not hesitate to come back to me should you require anything further.
 
Kind regards
 
Charlotte
 
Community Relations Team
Kendoon to Tongland 132kV Reinforcement Project
E: dgsr@communityrelations.co.uk
T: 0800 157 7353
 

